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Overview

• Scope of the problem

• Informed consent in pregnancy

• COVID-19 as Case Study

◦ Impact of COVID-19 in Pregnancy

◦ Therapeutic trials in pregnant vs. non-pregnant women

◦ Vaccine trials in pregnant vs. non-pregnant women

◦ Potential harm by exclusion
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Scope of the Problem

• About 6 million pregnancies in 

the United States every year

• In addition, many more women 

are planning pregnancy or 

actively breastfeeding
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Pregnant women have been excluded:

- Because of potential for birth defects

- Labeled as a “vulnerable population”

Why are Pregnant Women Excluded?
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There is nothing about the 

state of pregnancy that renders 

pregnant women incapable of 

offering valid research 

consents or refusals.

“Vulnerable Population”

- Usually applies to populations with 

compromised decision-making capacity

- For example: small children, adults with 

limited cognitive ability



Example: COVID19 Vaccine Trials
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Vaccine trials not only 

excluded pregnant women, 

but also excluded anyone 

who could become pregnant 

or was actively breastfeeding 



COVID19 as a Case Study

Costantine MM, Landon MB, Saade GR. Obstet Gynecol. 2020
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Jan-Mar 2020

COVID-19 

Global Pandemic

Apr 2020

> 2.5 million cases 

> 175,000 deaths

Apr 2020

> 350 Intervention 

Trials

May 2020

First drug shows 

benefit (Remdesivir)



COVID19 as a Case Study

Beigel JH, et al. N Engl J Med. 2020 7

Feb 25, 2020

May 22, 2020

CDC Report: 

• 21% of SARS-CoV2 infections in reproductive age women

• 9% were pregnant

• Increased hospitalization, ICU admission, mechanical ventilation

Jan-Jun 2020



COVID-19 in Pregnancy: Early Pandemic
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Treatment of pregnant women early 

in the COVID-19 Pandemic?

34-year-old with first pregnancy at 

28 weeks gestation

• Fever, cough shortness of breath

• +SARS-CoV2

• Viral pneumonia

• Requires supplemental oxygen



Compassionate Use Medications
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Pregnant women with Severe 

COVID-19 treated with Off-Label or 

Compassionate-Use medications

Off-Label 

• Quick and easy (e.g., Hydroxychloroquine) 

• But often no data on safety or efficacy

• No data collection or monitoring

Compassionate Use 

• Long, complex process (e.g., Remdesivir)

• 2-3 days

• But some data collection and follow-up



Severe COVID-19

Non-Pregnant Pregnant

Clinical Trial 1
Clinical Trial 2
Clinical Trial 3

??

Gather safety 
and efficacy 

data

Drug 1 
Effective –

FDA 
Approved

Can we give it 
to Pregnant 

Women?

Not sure: 
no safety or 
efficacy data

What about risk to fetus?

What about breast milk?



Treatment of COVID-19 in Pregnancy
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Pregnancy Dilemma

• Pregnant women excluded from clinical trials

• Pregnant women must wait until trials are 

completed in non-pregnant adults

• Even when new drug approved – use of drug in 

pregnancy is questioned due to lack of data

• Pregnancy data then gathered retrospectively to 

assess benefit

• Such data is then questioned as “low-quality”



COVID-19 Vaccine Trials

Polack F, et al. NEJM 2020; Baden L, et al. NEJM 2021. 12

Pregnancy Cycle 

repeated

Pregnant women excluded from both 

mRNA trials (Moderna and Pfizer)

Vaccines Effective!

Both FDA Approved

Can we give it 
to Pregnant 

Women?

Not sure: 
no safety or 
efficacy data

What about risk to fetus?

What about breast milk?



Pregnancy Researchers to the Rescue

Gray KJ, et al. AJOG 2021. 13

Once mRNA vaccines became

available, the CDC and researchers 

around the country, raced to gather 

vaccine data in women who were 

pregnant or lactating



My Experience and Conclusions 
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• Sought out clinical trials for pregnant women 

with Severe COVID-19 but few were available

• Treated with Compassionate-Use Remdesivir

and off-label medications, some benefit but this 

was approach was suboptimal 

• Launched clinical trial with an existing drug to 

treat pregnant women with Severe COVID-19

• I found that pregnant and postpartum women 

had a strong desire to participate in clinical 

trials for COVID-19, following Informed Consent

Richard Burwick, MD, MPH


